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To Be Ahead
CHOOSE



Welcome To Abhee Riviera Royale
Unveiling the architectural finesse near Kudlu Gate—where elegance meets your gaze. Step inside and prepare to be so 

ahead with the epitome of modernity and cutting edge features from the future. Expansive open spaces unfold, each one 

a dream-like field of possibility. Here, on a sprawling 1.75-acre canvas, you paint the masterpiece of your life – a home 

that reflects your aspirations and fuels your dreams. This project is meticulously crafted and is approved by BBMP & 

RERA, guaranteeing quality and security. Explore a diverse selection of 96 beautifully crafted units with over 20+ 

incredible amenities and endless opportunities for relaxation, recreation, and connection at the most convenient 

location. It’s always your choice so go ahead and choose to keep up with the fast pacing world.

 1.75-acres

STILT + G + 3 Storey Buding

96 Units with 2, 2.5 & 3 BHK apartments

BBMP & RA Approved



To Be Close
CHOOSE



Imagine being close to everything you may need and being just a stroll or a quick drive away from them, how convenient, 

isn't it? The Abhee Riviera Royale, nestled in HSR Extension near the bustling HSR 27th Main, makes it your reality. This 

prime location not only connects you to the present but also secures a brighter future. Choose to Stay Connected to 

Everything that Matters.

AUND
Everything May Need Is Just 

The Corner

Long commutes are a thing of the past as 

the nearest metro station is just a 5-minute 

drive away, granting you effortless access 

to the entire city.

Essential amenities, shopping 

centres, and entertainment hubs 

are all within easy reach, creating a 

vibrant and well-rounded lifestyle.

Major roads, Metro and highways

are conveniently close, ensuring 

smooth travel within the city and 

beyond.

Choose to live life on your terms as close as you can to convenience.



At Abhee Riviera Royale, our thoughtfully chosen location puts you near a world of esteemed 

schools and colleges. Forget long commutes and early mornings. Here, quality education becomes 

a convenient reality, just a short stroll away, allowing your child to fly unbound. When dreams 

take flight and minds soar to heights, convenience matters, and it’s always closer.

To Be Close
To Where Dreams 
Take Fght

CHOOSE


